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» Always a step ahead.
Making holiday dreams come true.
This is what Hobby has stood for – for decades. «
Harald Striewski, Company owner

My HOBBY
My Hobby

3

A strong brand

Unique design

For over 45 years, Hobby has been pursuing a single objective: making

Attractive and functional at the same time! Its elegant shape makes the

mobile travelling simpler and more comfortable. With groundbreaking

PREMIUM motorhome unmistakable. From the dynamically flowing external

ideas, innovative technology, modern designs and excellent fittings,

contours to the tastefully matching living compartment, the VAN and DRIVE

Hobby is setting new standards with each new generation of its caravans

series boast perfect design. This is acknowledged by both experts and

and motorhomes. The fact that luxury does not have to cost a lot is proven

caravanning enthusiasts and brought the ‘Caravanning Design Award

by the PREMIUM series amongst other things – with luxury class motor-

2012 / 2013’, which is decided by the public, to the PREMIUM VAN 65 GE.

homes with unmatched value for money.

My HOBBY
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Well-thought-out comfort

High finishing quality

Hobby motorhomes combine modern design with practical functionality.

In terms of quality, Hobby leaves nothing to chance. The professional

All layout solutions are practically tailored to the individual needs of

finishing of our vehicles is constantly monitored and documented at fixed

mobile travelling. Besides maximum freedom of movement, this includes

production stations. Only when all checks have been successfully passed is

sophisticated on-board technology, atmospheric ambient lighting and

a motorhome made available to the public. The quality promise also applies

many useful detailed solutions. Elegant shapes and high-quality fittings

after leaving the factory: Hobby grants a water-tightness guarantee for five

ensure that you feel at home even on the road.

years, subject to annual inspections.

My HOBBY
My Hobby
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PREMIUM VAN 60 GF

» Countryside escape or city break – the PREMIUM VAN
looks good everywhere it goes. A genuine city van indeed. «

PREMIUM VAN
6
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PREMIUM VAN 60 GF

PREMIUM VAN
7

Practical from
head to toe
Are you spontaneous? Do you love weekend trips
to the countryside just as much as to Europe’s
big cities? Then the PREMIUM VAN is the right
motorhome for you.
With a body width of just 2.14 metres, all four
French bed with easily accessible
overhead cupboards

Comfortable single beds with
generous bed area

models in the series are just as manoeuvrable
and hence fit for cities as a van. In terms of comfort, on the other hand, the PREMIUM VAN can
easily keep up with the big boys.
The bathroom concept in the PREMIUM VAN
scores highly with plenty of room in which to
move. The washroom door also acts as a dividing
wall to the living area, thus creating additional
room in a compact space. The washbasin together with the base cabinet slides along a wall
track above the toilet, thus ensuring adequate
space when showering. Then unfold the dividing
wall and there you have the large shower cubicle.

Well-thought-out PREMIUM VAN bathroom
concept (depending on model)

PREMIUM VAN
8
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Sliding washbasin

Generous shower cubicle

Premium Van 65 GE

PREMIUM VAN
9

Decorative wood trim

Magnolia / Palisander

Upholstery combination

Tacora

Cockpit

Instrument panel with burr walnut trim
PREMIUM VAN 55 GF

PREMIUM VAN
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65 HGE

Body width from 2,140 mm

l

l

l

l

Garage

l

l

l

l

Bathroom concept with plenty
of room in which to move

–

l

l

l

Slim Tower refrigerator

l

l

l

l

Drop-down bed with electric soft-drive
mechanism

–

–

–

l

Flat-bottom chassis

l

l

l

l

Romantica LED lighting system

l

l

l

l

Hobby CI BUS on-board management
with LCD control panel

l

l

l

l

TRUMA Combi 6 hot air heater inc.
LCD control panel Combi CP Plus

l

l

l

l

Highlights
60 GF

2,14 m

L: 6.273 mm · B: 2.140 mm
H: 2.660 mm · G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.845 mm · B: 2.140 mm
H: 2.660 mm · G: 3.500 kg

65 GE

65 HGE

L: 7.116 mm · B: 2.140 mm
H: 2.660 mm · G: 3.500 kg

65 GE

55 GF

60 GF

Models

55 GF

(Drop-down bed view)

Drop-down bed

L: 7.116 mm · B: 2.140 mm
H: 2.720 mm · G: 3.500 kg

• Standard Equipment

– Not available

PREMIUM VAN
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PREMIUM DRIVE 70 HGE

» Stay where we like. Without any compromises.
Why not? «

PREMIUM DRIvE
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PREMIUM DRIVE 70 Q

PREMIUM DRIVE
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Comfort without
boundaries
Do you like long trips? And do not want to give
up anything while travelling? Then you will feel
at home in the PREMIUM DRIVE.
The seven PREMIUM DRIVE models allow
numerous options especially in the sleeping area.
Generous French bed

Single beds with easily accessible
overhead cupboards

Whether it is an extra-wide queen-sized bed,
French bed, convenient single beds or a spacesaving drop-down bed – the choice is yours! All
bed solutions allow enough room to comfortably
reach wardrobes and storage compartments.
Feeling at home is also the top priority in the
remaining areas: from the atmospheric lighting
concept, refined combination of materials and
colours to the high-quality fittings, everything is
designed for maximum comfort.

Generous queen-sized bed with
plenty of space at the sides

PREMIUM DRIVE
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Space-saving electric drop-down bed,
operated at the press of a button

Premium Drive 70 HGE

PREMIUM DRIVE
15

Shower in bathroom

PREMIUM DRIVE
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Spacious ambience in the well-thought-out PREMIUM DRIVE
bathroom with separate shower cubicle

Washroom in bathroom

Freedom of movement rediscovered
In the bathroom featured in the PREMIUM
DRIVE models, almost extravagant spatial
conditions await you. The washroom door can
be converted into a dividing wall to the living
compartment. In this way, two people can
share the bathroom area at the same time.
When it came to developing the washrooms,
the emphasis was clearly on the practical
benefits alongside the harmonious design.

PREMIUM DRIVE 65 FL, Ocean upholstery combination (optional)

PREMIUM DRIVE
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Decorative wood trim

Magnolia / Palisander

Upholstery combination

Vik

Cockpit

Instrument panel with burr walnut trim
PREMIUM DRIVE 65 GF

PREMIUM DRIVE
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65 GF

70 GE

70 HGE

70 Q

70 HQ

Body width from 2,340 mm

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Maximum garage size due to lowered rear

–

–

l

l

l

–

–

Highlights
65 HFL

65 FL

65 HFL

MODELs

65 FL

(Drop-down bed view)

Drop-down bed

65 GF

2,34 m

L: 6.994 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.730 mm · G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.994 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.770 mm · G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.994 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.730 mm · G: 3.500 kg

Bathroom with separate shower cubicle

–

–

l

l

l

l

l

70 GE

70 HGE

70 Q

Slim Tower refrigerator

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Drop-down bed with electric soft-drive
mechanism

–

l

–

–

l

–

l

Low-frame chassis

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

“Romantica” LED lighting system

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Hobby CI BUS on-board management
with LCD control panel

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

TRUMA Combi 6 hot air heater inc.
LCD control panel Combi CP Plus

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

L: 7.444 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.730 mm · G: 3.500 kg

70 HQ

Drop-down bed

L: 7.444 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.770 mm · G: 3.500 kg

Drop-down bed

L: 7.444 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.770 mm · G: 3.500 kg

L: 7.444 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.730 mm · G: 3.500 kg

• Standard Equipment

– Not available

PREMIUM DRIVE
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•T
 ailored body joints
Effective protection against moisture: precisely fitting body joints, perfect transitions from
the motorhome body to the base vehicle and
thorough sealing of necessary openings.

• Multi-part rear wall
In the event of minor accidents, thanks to the
multi-part rear wall only the damaged part has
to be repaired, saving costs on repairs and
insurance.

Elegant awning by THULE OMNISTOR
Protects against sun and rain: the THULE
OMNISTOR awnings are perfectly matched to
the PREMIUM motorhomes.

•L
 ED-illuminated Hobby logo on the rear
The LED-illuminated Hobby logo on the back
of the vehicle embellishes the motorhome in
the dark. (only works with engine off)

¡

Design
20
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• Sunroof in cab
The sunroof ensures more light in the cab.
For even better insulation, the complete roof
panel is also backed with foam.

•F
 lat PREMIUM window glazing
The flat windows can be opened widely and
integrate harmoniously with the elegant shape
of the exterior design.

• Cab step
The step on both cab doors is harmoniously
integrated in the body. (PREMIUM DRIVE)

• Extendible entry access step and
sturdy side aprons
The electrically extendible entry access step
makes it easier to get in and out. The shapely
apron strip is made of aluminium and is therefore particularly resistant to damage.

•L
 ED rear light
The rear light in LED technology ensures
better visibility on the roads.

• Central locking with remote control
The cab doors can be locked at the press of
a button. Combined with the optional radio
alarm system (incl. gas detector), this makes
for perfect break-in protection.

• LED position lights at front and rear
Stay visible at all times even during the day,
thanks to standard LED position lights at the
front and rear.

• Third brake light in LED technology
The third brake light in LED technology can
be seen from far away even in poor visibility
conditions.

• LED entry light
The LED entry light helps you to see clearly
when getting in and out.

•D
 oor with security lock
The solid lock keeps pilferers at bay.

•B
 ody door with window and
storage compartments
The body door is equipped with sturdy hinges.
The window with integrated pleated blind
allows you to choose between a clear view or
privacy. The storage areas provide space for
bits and pieces.

• Insect screen for entrance door
The insect screen integrated into the entrance
door keeps mosquitoes and other pests at bay.

• Standard Equipment

¡

Optional accessories

Safety Design
Design / Safety
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•C
 omfortable seating unit
With a convenient seating height and plenty of legroom, the half dinettes in the PREMIUM motorhomes
provide maximum comfort. The seatbelt anchorage with three-point safety belts and integrated headrests ensures safety.

• Rotating driver and passenger seat
The height-adjustable and inclining cab seats have armrests on both sides, sturdy swivelling brackets
and good lateral support for optimal seating comfort.

Living compartment
22
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•A
 crylic glass frame with indirect lighting
The sunroof in the cab with an elegant acrylic
glass frame lets in daylight. If required, the
pleated sun blind can be pulled closed. In
the evening the LED lighting provides indirect
light. (Not on drop-down bed models.)

• Insulated roof hoods from DOMETIC SEITZ
All motorhomes have up to two DOMETIC
SEITZ roof hoods as standard. The large MidiHeki or the smaller Mini-Heki ensure the best
insulation, optimal ventilation and a friendly
atmosphere.

•C
 ombi-cassette with pleated blinds and insect
screen
All side windows are equipped with combicassette blinds to protect against the sun and
insects.

• TV unit with glass cabinet and wardrobe
• Folding pleated blind system in the cab
The tried-and-tested REMIS pleated blind
system for the cab protects against unwanted
looks and sunshine.

• Interior standing height of 1.98 m
The well-thought-out spatial design allows an
interior standing height of 1.98 m. So even
tall people have enough space.

Luxury living compartment table rotatable by
360 degrees
The tabletop on the column rising table can
be moved in all directions. The passageway
can thus be made wider if needed.

• Indirect night-time lighting in the
flooring area
The indirect plinth lighting on the floor is
dazzle-free and therefore ideal for the night.
Combined with the standard fitted carpets,
this creates a great feel-good ambience.

¡

The TV unit in the entrance area of the PREMIUM
models features a stylish glass cabinet with
LED ambient lighting. Right next to it there is
room for coats on the nicely finished wardrobe.

• Designer catches with metal strip handles
The wall cupboards are fitted with a practical
continuous strip handle and double-catch mechanism, which ensures they are even easier
to open and close.

• Reading spotlights above the seating unit
The modern LED touch spotlights give off a
cosy light for games evenings, evening reading
or good conversations.

• Standard Equipment

¡

Optional accessories

Living compartment
Living compartment
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•M
 odern kitchen planning
The refrigerator is located outside the kitchen block, creating additional storage space.
The work surface height of 91 centimetres makes it convenient to prepare food.

•S
 pacious Slim Tower refrigerator
Improved sense of space thanks to reduced
installation depth: the Slim Tower refrigerator
developed by Hobby with a capacity of 140
litres, LED interior lighting and removable
freezer compartment. The large handle is easy
to operate.

The slightly elevated installation position
means no more awkward bending over.
(Standard in many models)

Kitchen
24
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•P
 ull-out basket under Slim Tower refrigerator
Directly underneath the Slim Tower refrigerator,
there is room for storage tins and canned food
within easy reach.

• Kitchen drawers in convenient size
The extra-wide drawers provide space for all
kinds of utensils. The full extension guarantees a good view and easy access. The softclose mechanism ensures the drawers close
softly and quietly.

•S
 turdy drawer catches
Safely prevent accidental opening whilst driving: the solid metal catches on the kitchen
drawers.

• Functional kitchen counter
The kitchen counter neatly covers the seatbelt
anchorage and also acts as an extra shelf.
(Not in the PREMIUM VAN 55 GF.)

• Space-saving pull-out cabinet
Not a centimetre wasted: the pull-out in the
under-sink cupboard makes optimal use of the
available space.
(Not in the PREMIUM VAN 55 GF)

• Kitchen roller blind with integrated
power sockets
The practical kitchen blind with pleated sun
and midge protection also features a bright
LED kitchen light and two neatly placed
power sockets. (Model-specific)

• Easy-clean surfaces
The smooth kitchen surfaces can be cleaned
in seconds.

•T
 hree-flame cooker with automatic ignition
Up to three dishes can be cooked at once on
the stainless steel cooker, also in larger pans
thanks to clever partition. The ignition safety
device stops the flow of gas when the flame
goes out. The glass cover acts as an additional
workspace.

•S
 tainless steel sink with cutting board
The large sink also has room for bigger pans.
The sink cover acts as a practical cutting
board. (Cutting board not in the PREMIUM
VAN 55 GF)

• Refined kitchen fittings
The PREMIUM motorhomes are equipped with
modern kitchen fittings – a perfect complement to the design of the overall vehicle.
(Model example)

• Standard Equipment

¡

Optional accessories

Kitchen
Kitchen
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•U
 nique feel-good ambience
The leather-look bedhead and the LED
lighting strips create a cosy atmosphere.
The mirror on the end wall makes the room
look bigger.

•P
 lenty of headroom in the sleeping area
The sleeping area features above-average,
generous headroom above the beds. This also
guarantees a relaxed sitting position.

Bedroom
26
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¡

• Easily accessible clothes cupboards
In many models, sturdy steps make it easier to
reach the clothes cupboards above the beds.

¡

Pull-out bed extension
The single beds can quickly be made into a
large bed area using a pull-out slatted frame
and an additional upholstered unit.

 ROLI comfort bed system with cold foam
F
mattress
The optional comfort bed system from FROLI
adapts to the body’s contours. Breathable
cells in the cold foam mattress provide a restful sleeping climate and pleasant ventilation.

• Exclusive drop-down bed design
Only visible at the second glance: the dropdown bed fits into the interior almost invisibly.
With its soft drive mechanism, it slides
smoothly into the sleeping position at the
press of a button.

•F
 lexible reading spotlights
The two exclusive LED reading spotlights
ensure relaxed night-time reading.

• Designer shower column
The shower panel features storage compartments for shampoo and shower gel as well as
an integrated light. (Model-specific)

•D
 OMETIC SEITZ Mini-Heki roof hood
Light in, damp out! All bathrooms are equipped with DOMETIC SEITZ Mini-Heki roof
hoods.

• Generous corner cupboards with plenty of
storage space
The corner cupboards provide plenty of space
for toiletries. Under the washbasin, there is
additional storage space for towels or a hairdryer. (Model example)

•A
 nti-slip shower tray insert
The shower tray insert fits precisely in the
shower tray. Water can safely escape through
the openings into the two outlets in the
shower tray.

•P
 ractical detailed solutions
Practical details enhance your holiday and
ensure tidiness – from the small newspaper
pocket by the seating unit to the practical
toilet roll dispenser in the bathroom.

•S
 turdy door fittings
The washroom door is equipped with sturdy
lock fittings. It will therefore remain firmly
closed whilst driving.
(Model-specific)

¡

 hower with seat console
S
A folding seat provides additional comfort in
the bathroom’s shower cubicles.

• Standard Equipment

¡

Optional accessories

Bathroom
Bedroom / Bathroom
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•F
 rost-protected installation in the
floor pedestal
The fresh water tank is locked under the
seating bench protected from frost. The supply and waste pipes are housed in a heated
double floor in the seating unit area.

Hot air pipe

Sandwich floor panel

Supply and waste
pipes frost protected

Hot air

• Insulated and heated waste water tank
The waste water tank is fitted under the floor
and insulated. In addition, the heating with
hot air protects against frost. The sluice gate
for the used water is also located in the heated area of the waste water tank.

Drain nozzle

Operating device
for shut-off valve

•E
 fficient “Romantica” LED lighting system
The dimmable Romantica lighting system
provides a unique ambience throughout the
vehicle. At the same time, the modern lighting technology reduces power consumption.

•H
 obby CI-BUS on-board management
with LCD control panel
The modern BUS on-board system controls all
the equipment and functions belonging to the
on-board network. The control knob allows you
to conveniently navigate between the menus.
Displays such as date / time, inside / outside
temperature, water tank level and battery charge /

Waste watertank

Shatter-proof, impactresistant insulation box

Roof hood

Hot air
Air conditioning
unit

LCD panel

ALDE heater
LCD panel

Information

Control

Charging

Recharger

• Intelligent air circulation
Optimal circulation of the rising radiator heat:
ventilation slits in the cupboards and a largeenough gap between winter ventilation and the
exterior wall prevent damp spots and mildew.

•E
 asily accessible sluice gate
The operating element for the shut-off valve
can be easily reached. (Installation situation
model-specific. Fig. may differ)

On-board technology
28
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Starter and on-board battery
with HELLA battery sensor

•L
 atest battery management
The HELLA battery sensor constantly
measures the charge status of the starter
battery and 92-AH-AGM on-board battery as
well as its consumption values and charging
currents. The power supply always remains in
sight on the display of the LCD control panel.

Battery management

Distributor

discharge can be read on the display panel or
settings can be activated directly. Other BUScapable on-board components, such as heating,
air conditioning and electric sunroof, can be
centrally controlled. The system is standardised,
can be updated and is therefore compatible with
future appliance generations. Up to 15 appliances
can already communicate with the control panel.
(Observe manufacturer’s instructions.)

•T
 RUMA combination hot air heater with
hot water boiler
The hot air pipes from the TRUMA combiheater distribute heated air optimally through
the vehicle and ensure cosy temperatures.
It is controlled via the digital CP PLUS 6
TRUMA control panel.

¡

ALDE hot water heater
The very efficient hot water heater for the
coldest conditions maintains the natural
humidity and reduces the impact of dust and
allergens. (not in PREMIUM VAN 55 GF)

•E
 asily accessible frost monitor valve
The zero current safety drain valve automatically empties the boiler if there is a risk of
frost. The outlet pipe cannot freeze therefore
and the water supply is assured. (Installation
situation model-specific. Fig. may differ.)

•C
 entral gas distributor in the kitchen
The shut-off valve on the gas distributor is
easily accessible in the kitchen.

¡

¡

 OMETIC FreshJet roof air-conditioning unit
D
The roof air-conditioning unit features four
controllable airflow settings. The comfortable
lightweight works economically and quietly.

 IONEER AVH-2500BT Moniceiver
P
Besides functioning as a DVD player, navigation system and a display for the reversing
camera, the AV tuner is used for wireless
phone calls via Bluetooth and as a central media player. (In the PREMIUM VAN PIONEER
AVH-6300 BT; subject to change of model in
the current season)

• TV equipment
The TV arm, which can be pivoted through
180 degrees, allows a good view of the 19"
LED television from all positions. Reception is
provided by a digital SAT receiver and various
satellite antennae.

•P
 owerful living compartment loudspeakers
Two loudspeakers provide the right sound in
the vehicle.

• Standard Equipment

¡

Optional accessories

On-board technology
On-board technology
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•M
 ore room thanks to lowered rear
The lowered rear ensures maximum garage
dimensions. Bicycles and bulky luggage will
find plenty of room here. (Model-specific)

¡

 elo II bike carrier for two e-bikes
V
The SAWIKO bike carrier is ideal for transporting e-bikes: it is extremely sturdy with a
loading capacity of up to 75 kg and easy to
load thanks to its low height.

•G
 arage comfort fitting
The fully insulated garage hatches secured
with solid two-point toggle locking have a large
opening angle. The garage space is coated
with a solid and easy-to-clean plastic surface.
Additional shelves provide plenty of storage
room. (Model-specific)

•S
 turdy lashing rails
Adjustable lashing eyes, in which support
straps can be fastened, ensure that loads are
safely secured.

• L
 arge wardrobe by the bed
There is also plenty of room for clothes in the
tall cupboards. Hobby clothes hangers are
naturally included here, too. (Model-specific)

Bike carrier
The EUROCARRY bike carrier for two or three
bikes is available exclusively from Hobby
and is perfectly matched to the design of the
PREMIUM motorhomes.

•W
 ardrobe with pull-out rail
The wardrobe under the bed features a pullout rail. Five Hobby clothes hangers are included. A practical roller shutter in techno silver /
chrome closes the cabinet. (Model-specific)

•A
 ll wardrobes are fitted with LED lighting as
standard.

¡

Storage space
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¡

• Illuminated Hobby logo in backrests
That certain something: the Hobby logo
shines from the backrest of the driver’s seats.

• Driver’s seats in living compartment fabric
Seat covers matched to the living compartment upholstery fabric are standard on all
PREMIUIM motorhomes.

 acora upholstery
T
Sleek and elegant: the Tacora upholstery in
discreet anthracite comes as standard in the
PREMIUM VAN.

¡

 ik upholstery
V
The Vik goes with the elegant combination
of dark blue and anthracite – standard in the
PREMIUM DRIVE.

¡

¡

 cean upholstery
O
The Ocean upholstery combination combines
fresh shades of blue and beige and is optionally available for all Premium models.

 eather upholstery
L
The sophisticated and, at the same time,
easy-to-clean leather upholstery is available
in a choice of cream white or cream white /
brown.

• Standard Equipment

¡

Optional accessories

Upholstery combinations
Storage space / Upholstery combinations
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PREMIUM VAN
Technical data
Basic vehicle / Chassis
Basic engine size
Chassis type

65 GF

70 GE

ccm

Power
CHASSIS
Number of axles
Drive type
mm

MASSES AND WEIGHTS

70 Q

70 HQ

65 HGE

RENAULT Master

RENAULT Master

RENAULT Master

RENAULT Master

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

2.3 l – 125 dci

2.3 l – 125 dci

2.3 l – 125 dci

2.3 l – 125 dci

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS
FIAT deep-frame chassis

FIAT deep-frame chassis

FIAT deep-frame chassis

FIAT deep-frame chassis

FIAT deep-frame chassis

FIAT deep-frame chassis

FIAT deep-frame chassis

2,300

2,300

2,300

2,300

2,287

2,287

2,287

2,287

2,287

2,287

2,287

92 kW/ 125 PS

92 kW/ 125 PS

92 kW/ 125 PS

92 kW/ 125 PS

95 kW/ 130 PS

95 kW/ 130 PS

95 kW/ 130 PS

95 kW/ 130 PS

95 kW/ 130 PS

95 kW/ 130 PS

95 kW/ 130 PS

55 GF

60 GF

65 GE

65 HGE

65 FL

65 HFL

65 GF

70 GE

70 HGE

70 Q

70 HQ

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Front wheel drive

Front wheel drive

Front wheel drive

Front wheel drive

Front wheel drive

Front wheel drive

Front wheel drive

Front wheel drive

Front wheel drive

Front wheel drive

Front wheel drive

4,332

4,332

4,332

4,332

4,035

4,035

4,035

4,035

4,035

4,035

4,035

55 GF

60 GF

65 GE

65 HGE

65 FL

65 HFL

65 GF

70 GE

70 HGE

70 Q

70 HQ

Overall length

mm

6,273

6,845

7,116

7,116

6,994

6,994

6,994

7,444

7,444

7,444

7,444

Overall width

mm

2,140

2,140

2,140

2,140

2,340

2,340

2,340

2,340

2,340

2,340

2,340

Overall height

mm

2,660

2,660

2,660

2,720

2,730

2,770

2,730

2,730

2,770

2,730

2,770

Interior clearance

mm

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

Technically permissible gross weight1

kg

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

Tare weight

kg

2,839

2,978

3,014

3,062

2,976

3,039

2,952

3,061

3,134

3,038

3,106

Weight in ready-to-travel state2

kg

2,949

3,088

3,124

3,172

3,086

3,149

3,062

3,171

3,244

3,148

3,216

Payload3

kg

551

412

376

328

414

351

438

329

256

352

284

Permitted trailer load with brakes4

kg

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,600

1,600

1,600

2,000

2,000

1,600

1,600

mm

46 / 34 / 34

46 / 34 / 34

46 / 34 / 34

46 / 34 / 34

46 / 34 / 34

46 / 34 / 34

46 / 34 / 34

46 / 34 / 34

46 / 34 / 34

46 / 34 / 34

46 / 34 / 34

55 GF

60 GF

65 GE

65 HGE

65 FL

65 HFL

65 GF

70 GE

70 HGE

70 Q

70 HQ

Number of people when driving

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

35

4

35

Three-point seat belt

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

55 GF

60 GF

65 GE

65 HGE

65 FL

65 HFL

65 GF

70 GE

70 HGE

70 Q

70 HQ
4

Body wall thickness (floor / roof / wall)
SEATS

BERTHS
Number of berths
Lying-down area, middle (length x width)

mm

Lying-down area, rear (length x width)

mm

Lying-down area, drop-down bed (length x width)

mm

FILLING QUANTITIES

2

2/1

2/1

4

2/2

4

2/1

2/1

4

2/1

–

1,970 x 955 / 465

–
1,822 x 970 / 720;
2,014 x 970 / 720
1,860 x 1,310

2,146 x 1,390 / 1,110

–

2,145 x 1,190 / 530

2,145 x 1,120 / 540

–

2,050 x 1,370 / 1,020

2,050 x 1,370 / 1,020

2,110 x 1,530 / 1,450

–
1,900 x 810;
1,980 x 810
2,030 x 1,380

1,900 x 1,390

1,900 x 1,390

–

–

1,970 x 1,116 / 465
1,822 x 970 / 720;
2,014 x 970 / 720
–

–

2,030 x 1,440

–

2,145 x 1,190 / 530
1,900 x 810;
1,980 x 810
–

–

2,030 x 1,310

55 GF

60 GF

65 GE

65 HGE

65 FL

65 HFL

65 GF

70 GE

70 HGE

70 Q

70 HQ

1,940 x 1,400 / 1,327 1,940 x 1,410 / 1,274

Waste water volume

litres

96

96

96

96

96

96

96

96

96

96

96

Fresh water volume

litres

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

55 GF

60 GF

65 GE

65 HGE

65 FL

65 HFL

65 GF

70 GE

70 HGE

70 Q

70 HQ

kg

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

Charger

25 A

25 A

25 A

25 A

25 A

25 A

25 A

25 A

25 A

25 A

25 A

Number of power sockets (12 V / 230 V)

1/5

1/5

1/5

1/5

1/5

1/5

1/5

1/5

1/5

1/5

1/5

55 GF

60 GF

65 GE

65 HGE

65 FL

65 HFL

65 GF

70 GE

70 HGE

70 Q

70 HQ

Rear garage (insulated and heated)









–

–







–

–

Lowered rear

–

–

–

–

–

–







–

–

On-board technology
Room for gas canisters

GARAGES AND SERVICE HATCHES

Garage hatch (clearance: width x height)

mm

520 x 855

630 x 775

750 x 775

750 x 775

–

–

570 x 1,015

730 x 970

730 x 970

–

–

Service hatch (clearance: width x height)

mm

360 x 550

–

–

–

1,050 x 600

1,050 x 600

–

–

–

2 x 695 x 490

2 x 695 x 490

 Technical Data

– Not available

1

The technically permissible gross weight must not be exceeded under any circumstances.


The weight of the vehicle in ready-to-drive state corresponds to the weight of the empty
vehicle, including lubricants, on-board tools, spare wheel (repair kit where appropriate),
fuel (100 %), extra battery, all standard factory-fitted equipment and 75 kg for the driver
in addition to the basic equipment. Basic equipment comprises the weight of the fresh
water and gas containers, which are filled to 90 % of their capacity. The basic fittings for all
models weigh 110 kg.

The load corresponds to the difference between the „technically permissible gross weight“
and the „weight in ready-to-travel state“. This value must take account of passengers,
optional accessories and personal items.

3 	

2 	

Technical data
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70 HGE

65 GE

Renault flatbed chassis Renault flatbed chassis Renault flatbed chassis Renault flatbed chassis

Wheelbase

65 HFL

60 GF

ENTITY

Basic vehicle / Chassis

Engine Cubic capacity

65 FL

55 GF

PREMIUM Motorhomes 2014

4


The
towing attachment is a special accessory. Please comply with the maximum permitted
towing weight.

With the weight capacity increase option, the number of seats increases to 4.

5 	

These features are in all PREMIUM motorhomes:

Basic vehicle / Chassis

Water / Gas / Electricity

DOMETIC SEITZ roof hood, Mini-Heki 400 x

Kitchen drawers in convenient size with full extensi-

Driver‘s airbag

400 mm, with pleated blackout and insect screen

on and soft-close mechanism

Insulated and heated waste water tank

Diesel particle filter

Premium window glazing, flush, double-glazed

Cutlery insert

Frost-protected installations in heated floor

Electronic immobiliser

and tinted

Pull-out basket in under-sink cupboard

pedestal

Extended wing mirrors

Side windows can be opened out

(not in PREMIUM VAN 55 GF)

Tandem submersible pump

ABS (anti-locking brake system)

Roof rail

Kitchen window roller blind with integrated power

Gas regulator with over-pressure protection

ASR (anti-slip regulation)

Installation preparation for reversing camera

sockets and LED kitchen light

(DIN EN 12 864) and hose line

EBD (electric brake force distribution)

First Class Mobile emblem on rear

Kitchen counter

Central gas distributor in the kitchen unit

ESP (electronic stability programme)

LED illuminated Hobby logo on rear

Dashboard trim

LED rear light and LED position lights

Mud flaps front

Body door with window and storage compartments

Cold foam mattress

Hobby CI-BUS on-board management with LCD

Tyre repair set

LED entrance light

Drop-down bed with electric soft-drive mechanism

control panel

Hazard triangle and first-aid kit

Insect screen for entrance door

(only on drop-down bed models)

Hobby battery management with HELLA battery

Retractable electric easy-access step

LED reading spotlights

sensor

(only on drop-down bed models)

(not in PREMIUM VAN 55 GF)

On-board battery AGM 92 Ah

SLEEPING

Power supply 12 V / 230 V and antenna socket

Cab

Living compartment lighting in LED technology

Heat insulating glazing, slightly tinted

Living compartment

Bathroom

Romantica LED lighting system (overhead cup-

(only on PREMIUM VAN)

Combi-cassette with black-out and insect

Bathroom with separate shower cubicle

boards with dimmable, double surrounding LED

Remote control central locking

protection pleated fabric

(not in PREMIUM VAN and FL models)

light strips. Glass cabinet with LED border and

Step into the cab

TV unit with glass cabinet and wardrobe

Bathroom concept with moving washbasin for sho-

mirror lighting. Indirect LED night lighting in floor

Electric window winders

LED touch spotlights at the seating unit

wering

area. LED-illuminated Hobby logo in blue on rear

Driver and passenger seat rotatable, covered with

Living compartment and cab carpet, removable

Side washroom with moving washbasin

living compartment fabric, inc. illuminated Hobby

Powerful living compartment loudspeakers

for showering (PREMIUM DRIVE 65 FL, 65 HFL)

logo in the backrest

TV equipment

Shower tray insert, non-slip

(only on PREMIUM DRIVE)

(only on PREMIUM VAN, depending on model)

of vehicle.)

Heating / air conditioning

DOMETIC SEITZ Mini-Heki roof light 400 x

TRUMA heating Combi 6 E

400 mm with pleated fabric for black-out and

TRUMA-LCD control panel Combi CP Plus

DOMETIC Slim Tower refrigerator, 140 l with

insect protection (not in PREMIUM VAN 65 HE)

Hot water supply in the kitchen and washroom

removable 12-litre ice box

THETFORD rotating toilet with electric flush

Rear-ventilated storage cupboards

Pull-out basket under tower refrigerator

THETFORD cassette toilet C-503, exclusive to

Acrylic glass frame with indirect LED lighting for

Stainless steel three-flame cooker with

Hobby

sunroof in the cab

glass cover and automatic ignition

Sturdy door fittings

REMIS folding pleated blind system for front and
side windows in the cab

Body
Sunroof in the cab
(not on drop-down bed models)

Kitchen

DOMETIC SEITZ roof hood, Midi-Heki 700 x

Stainless steel sink

500 mm, with pleated blackout and insect screen

Cutting board for sink

(not in PREMIUM VAN 65 HE)

(not in PREMIUM VAN 55 GF)

(PREMIUM DRIVE 65 FL, 65 HFL)

Standard Equipment
Technical data / Standard Equipment
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PREMIUM VAN

55 GF

60 GF
4

4

4

2

2+1

2+1

3,5 t

3,5 t

3,5 t

L: 6.273 mm • B: 2.140 mm
H: 2.660 mm • G: 3.500 kg

65 HGE

65 GE

L: 6.845 mm • B: 2.140 mm
H: 2.660 mm • G: 3.500 kg

L: 7.116 mm • B: 2.140 mm
H: 2.660 mm • G: 3.500 kg

Drop-down bed
4

4

3,5 t

L: 7.116 mm • B: 2.140 mm
H: 2.720 mm • G: 3.500 kg

Explanation of symbols
Bed

MODELs

Drop-down bed
Bed conversion (optional)
Seating area
Cabinet

34
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Wardrobe

Kitchen
Corner kitchen
Worktop / Table
Floor
Shower Washroom
Shower Cubicle
Washroom

4

4+1

Number of people when driving

Garages

Number of beds

Lowered rear

Slim Tower refrigerator
3,5 t

Technically permissible
gross weight 3,5 t

PREMIUM DRIVE

65 FL

65 GF

70 GE

4

4

4

2+1

2+1

3,5 t

3,5 t

4

2+2

2+1

3,5 t

3,5 t

L: 6.994 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.730 mm • G: 3.500 kg

65 HFL

70 Q

L: 6.994 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.730 mm • G: 3.500 kg

70 HGE

Drop-down bed

L: 7.444 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.730 mm • G: 3.500 kg

Drop-down bed

70 HQ

L: 7.444 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.730 mm • G: 3.500 kg

Drop-down bed

3

4

4

3

3,5 t

4

4

3,5 t

3,5 t

L: 6.994 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.770 mm • G: 3.500 kg

L: 7.444 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.770 mm • G: 3.500 kg

Design
G ·
F ·
FL ·

Garage
French bed, crosswise
French bed, lengthwise

L: 7.444 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.770 mm • G: 3.500 kg

Technical data
E ·
Q ·
H ·

Single beds
Queen size bed
Drop-down bed

L · Overall length
B · Overall width

H · Overall height
G · Technically permissible gross weight

MODELs
Models
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Iceland

Norway
Finland
Sweden
Estonia

Denmark

japan

Poland
Czech Republic

Netherlands

Slovakia
United Kingdom
Hungary
Romania

Belgium

Thailand

Austria

France

Bulgaria
Spain
Slovenia
Portugal

Luxembourg

Switzerland

Dick Lane Motorhomes
Dick Lane
Thornbury
Bradford
West Yorkshire
BD3 8QD
01274 661 441
www.dicklanemotorhomes.co.uk

Italy

Greece

Germany

N ot e :

Hobby-Wohnwagenwerk
Ing. Harald Striewski GmbH
Harald-Striewski-Straße 15
24787 Fockbek/Rendsburg

The models featured in the brochure also currently have optional extras or decoration that are not part of the standard scope of delivery.
Deviations in terms of structure and colour compared to the featured furnishings are subject to change provided they have to do with the
nature of the materials used and are found in the trade. The same applies to technical changes to the vehicle provided the product quality
remains the same overall or is improved and the purpose of use is not impaired.

www.hobby-caravan.de

UK

Correct as of July 2013

Dealer

